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Founder populations hold tremendous pro-
mise for mapping genes for complex traits, as
they offer less genetic and environmental
heterogeneity and greater potential for gen-
ealogical research. Not all founder popula-
tions are equally valuable, however. The
Afrikaner population meets several criteria
that make it an ideal population for mapping
complex traits, including founding by a
small number of initial founders that likely
allowed for a relatively restricted set of
mutations and a large current population
size that allows identification of a sufficient
number of cases. Here, we examine the
potential to conduct genealogical research
in this population and present initial results
indicating that accurate genealogical trac-
ing for up to 17 generations is feasible.
We also examine the clinical similarities of
schizophrenia cases diagnosed in South
Africa and those diagnosed in other, hetero-
geneous populations, specifically the US.
We find that, with regard to basic sample
descriptors and cardinal symptoms of dis-
ease, the two populations are equivalent. It
is, therefore, likely that results from our
genetic study of schizophrenia will be applic-

able to other populations. Based on the re-
sults presented here, the history and current
size of the population, as well as our previous
analysis addressing the extent of back-
ground linkage disequilibrium (LD) in the
Afrikaners, we conclude that the Afrikaner
population is likely an appropriate founder
population to map genes for schizophrenia
using both linkage and LD approaches.
� 2003 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The identification of susceptibility genes for common,
complex disorders has been a task of unprecedented
difficulty.Averyhighdegree of geneticheterogeneity, as
well as clinical heterogeneity in certain diseases, such
as the psychiatric syndromes, are suspected to be at
the core of the difficulty. There are certain expectations
that founder populations may be useful to circumvent
some of these difficulties by offering reduced genetic
heterogeneity, more uniform environment, and the
potential for genealogical research. Such populations
have proven useful for mapping genes that underlie
Mendelian disorders and multigenic disorders that
segregate as Mendelian conditions in specific popula-
tions [Hastbacka et al., 1994; Kalaydjieva et al., 1996;
Nystuen et al., 1996; Visapaa et al., 2002] and particular
features of these populations should also facilitate the
search for genes that influence susceptibility to complex
traits.

Founderpopulationshaveoriginated fromarelatively
small number of individuals and have expanded over
several generations in relative isolation. As a result, it
may be reasonable to expect that a decreased number of
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independent susceptibility loci are segregating in such
a population. At any susceptibility locus, all affected
individuals in the population may carry the same or,
more likely, a limited set of alleles derived identical-by-
descent (IBD) from a few common ancestors. The re-
duced locus and allelic heterogeneity in founder popula-
tions means that genetic mapping strategies may
require smaller sample sizes for success. Furthermore,
the relatively recent origin of the population ensures
that the chromosomal region surrounding the disease
allele is larger than in outbred populations, allowing
relatively sparse geneticmaps in these populations to be
as informative as denser maps in outbred populations.
As a result, founder populations are more amenable to
linkage disequilibrium (LD) approaches, which may be
more powerful than traditional linkage analysis for
complex traits. It is important to note that the degree of
resolutionofmappingstrategiesbasedonLDbetweenloci
will vary between founder populations anddepend on the
number of generations since the founding. While initial
gene localization may be more feasible in young founder
populations because of the extensive LD, fine scale locali-
zation of a genemay be problematic for the same reason.

It is not known at this point which population history
and structure is more advantageous for mapping
complex traits. Current genetic linkage studies of
schizophrenia include patient samples from founder
populations of different ages (such as from Finland,
Costa Rica, French Quebec, Palau, Kosrae) [Hovatta
et al., 1999; Paunio et al., 2001; DeLisi et al., 2002;
Devlin et al., 2002; Wijsman et al., 2003]. Here, we
present the Afrikaner population of South Africa as an
ideal genetic isolate for our gene mapping studies in
schizophrenia. The Afrikaner population meets several
criteria that make it an ideal population for mapping
complex traits, including (a) foundingbya small number
of initial founders that likely allowed for a relatively
restricted set of mutations to have been introduced in
the population, (b) large current population size to allow
identification of sufficient number of cases, and (c)
strong infrastructure to allow genealogical research as
well as collection of good quality clinical data.

The Afrikaners were founded by approximately 2,000
initial settlers who came from The Netherlands and
other parts of Northern Europe in consecutive waves,
starting at 1,652. The first immigrants settled in the
Cape.They later spread inland, foundinggeographically
isolated communities. Besides geography, other factors,
such as culture, language differences, and religious pra-
ctices, contributed to the isolation of the Afrikaner.
Most Afrikaners were members of the Dutch Reformed
Church. They lived in large families scattered over the
country, so that consanguinity was common, especially
in early generations. Population growth was almost
entirely through reproduction and immigration subse-
quent to the founding was minimal. In more recent
years, some admixture has occurred. The current size of
the Afrikaner population is approximately 3million and
their age of ancestry is on average 12.5 generations old.

The demographic history of this population is re-
flected in the unusually high frequency of certain rare
Mendelian disorders (asmuch as five to ten times higher

than inmost other population groups), such as variegate
porphyria (VP), Huntington’s chorea, familial hyperch-
olesterolemia (FH), Fanconi anemia, myotonic dy-
strophy [Hayden et al., 1980a,b; Brink et al., 1987;
Rosendorff et al., 1987; Goldman et al., 1996; Warnich
et al., 1996; Groenewald et al., 1998]. Moreover, un-
usually lowallelic diversity at the associated disease loci
has been observed in the Afrikaner. This is an expected
result of genetic drift in a population of this size. Indeed,
studies on FH identified only three founder mutations
responsible for more than 95% of FH cases in the
Afrikaner population [Leitersdorf et al., 1989]. These
Afrikanermutations were also identified in FH patients
in The Netherlands [Defesche et al., 1993] and one of
them was shown to have originated there and been
introduced to South Africa by a single individual of
Dutch origin [Defesche et al., 1996]. Finally, unusually
large extent (8–11 cM) of conserved haplotypes around
rare disease genes has also been described in the
Afrikaners [Pronk et al., 1995; Roby et al., 1999].

In aprevious study, supporting theappropriateness of
theAfrikaner population formapping complex traits,we
have shown that the level of background LD in the
Afrikaner sample is detectable at 6 cM [Hall et al., 2002],
whereas it decays rapidly beyond 3 cM distances in the
other founder and outbred populations examined, in-
cluding the Finns, previously proven a valuable popula-
tion for monogenic disease mapping. Here, we address
twoadditional issues regarding this population, namely,
the feasibility of detailed genealogical research and also
the clinical similarity of schizophrenia diagnosed in this
population and in more cosmopolitan populations.

We show that it is feasible in this population to trace
eachproband to the16th centuryancestors, anapproach
that promises to be very powerfulwhen assessing alleles
or chromosomal segments shared by descent. Initial
results from our genealogical research are presented.
Finally, we address the clinical comparability between
Afrikaner schizophrenic patients and US schizophrenic
patients and conclude that the cardinal symptoms of
the disorder are stable across the two populations. This
is important because while there is general agreement
that using founder populations to map genes for com-
plex traits may be meritorious, concern exists about the
generalization of findings to the population at large,
given the uncertainty about the accuracy of the diagno-
sis in disorders diagnosed exclusively as clinical syn-
dromes, as all psychiatric disorders are at present.

METHODOLOGY

Sample Collection

Since 1997, in collaboration with clinicians from two
of the major psychiatric hospitals in South Africa
(Weskoppies Hospital in Pretoria and Valkenberg
Hospital in Capetown), we ascertained and evaluated
probands with a history of psychotic illness. Approval
for the protocol was obtained from the Rockefeller IRB,
as well as from the IRB committees at each site. All
participants gave written informed consent.

At each site, an Afrikaans-speaking mental health
worker (recruiter) identified individuals potentially ap-
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propriate for enrollment in the study through patient
referral from hospital staff, chart reviews in local hospi-
tals, presentations to local support groups, and adver-
tisements in local newspapers and magazines. After
identifying a potential proband, the recruiters complete
a brief psychiatric screen, explain the study, ascertain
the patient’s interest and motivation, determine the
Afrikaner lineage and availability of both biological
parents, obtain informed consent from the patient and
parents, and record detailed pedigree information. A
blood sample is then obtained (from proband and
parents) and a clinical interview with the proband is
scheduled. For probands who are severely affected or
actively psychotic, an informant interview with a know-
ledgeable first-degree relative (usually a parent) is
conducted, and a brief, unstructured interview is admi-
nistered to the proband.

Our current sample includes 319 probands of Afrika-
ner descent (251 from Pretoria and 68 from Capetown),
who meet diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia or
schizoaffective disorder according to the American Psy-
chiatric Association [1994]. Of the 319 probands, 71 are
members of families with two or more affected indivi-
duals, while the rest are members of triads (affected
individual and both biological parents).

Clinical Evaluation

The Diagnostic Instrument for Genetic Studies
(DIGS) [Nurnberger et al., 1994], after it was translated
and back translated into Afrikaans, was used for all
diagnostic evaluations. Two senior psychiatrists (HP
and JLR) from theWeskoppies Hospital in Pretoria and
a senior Psychologist (SL) from theValkenbergHospital
in Capetown, with a minimum of 10 years clinical
experience, conducted all clinical interviews after they
were trained in the use of the DIGS and the research
application of DSM-IV. Reliability interviews with each
clinical interviewer were conducted at the beginning
of the study and the clinical validity of hospital chart
diagnoses was also assessed. In order to ensure con-
tinued interviewer reliability and to reduce interviewer
‘drift,’ additional reliability interviews were conducted
at regular intervals (once a year). In addition, each site
videotaped two interviews per interviewer each year for
the purposes of continuing quality control. Reliability of
final diagnoses was found to be excellent at both sites.
All clinical interviewers were fluent in both English and
Afrikaans. The diagnostic interviews were conducted in
Afrikaans. Following each interview, diagnosticians
completed DSM-IV checklists for each category in which
positive symptoms were identified in the DIGS; a narra-
tive chronologic summary of prodromal traits, symptom
onset, and functional impairment; and an English-
language data summary form of selected DIGS items.

Genealogical Research

The psychiatric nurse-study recruiter at each site col-
lected initial pedigree information from all probands
who met study criteria and were enrolled in the study.
The genealogical query includes questions about place

and date of birth, place, and date of death for each great
grandparent, as well as name and order of birth for all
children ineachgeneration.Theprobandand/or parents
supplied the information. Typically, informants were
able to provide pedigree information for three to four
generations [up to great grandparents]. A systematic
search was then conducted to identify the generations
prior to the great grandparents. This search involv-
ed reviewing records in the State Archives, Church
Archives, the Master’s office, the Deeds office, the office
of the Registrar of Births, Marriages, and Deaths,
museums. The painstaking archival research continued
until the pedigree was dated to the early 1800s. From
that point, the Genealogies of Old South African
Families [De Villiers, 1981], which record in detail the
history of all families up until the initial 2,000 founders,
are used to bring the pedigree back to its original
founders. The genealogical information is then set out in
the form of a family tree, or pedigree chart, and entered
into a secure searchable File Maker Pro-Computerized
database, where each person is assigned a unique
numerical ID. This genealogical ID is different than
the clinical ID and the DNA ID. Before tracing of an
individual begins, the database is searched (by last
name,firstname, orboth, andbyyear of birth) to confirm
that the individual has not already been traced.

Predicting the Extent of
Shared Haplotypes

We used simulation to predict the extent of the origi-
nal founder haplotype that might surround a disease
mutation carried by affected individuals in our sample.
Carrying out parametric gene dropping simulations
[Ploughman and Boehnke, 1989] that include a parti-
cular disease model, is impractical in a large pedigree
with many loops such as the Afrikaner pedigree des-
cribed here. Instead, we used a simple non-parametric
procedure to study the fraction of a risk haplotype intro-
duced by a single founder chromosome that might be
transmitted to each affected individual.

In each simulation, we first labeled a single founder
chromosome as the disease chromosome. We then
iterated through the pedigree, examining each indivi-
dual before any of his descendants. Each individual
was then assigned either two normal chromosomes
(if neither parent carried the disease chromosome) or
one normal and one disease chromosome (if at least
one parent carried a disease chromosome). Whenever a
disease chromosome was transmitted, we sampled the
location of flanking recombination events from an
exponential distribution and tracked the erosion of the
ancestral haplotype. Finally, we recorded the extent of
the original ancestral haplotype carried by each affected
individual in the pedigree.

This simulation represents a simplification of the
processes by which disease alleles segregate through a
pedigree and shared haplotypes are generated. Two
simplifications are particularly important: (1) it as-
sumes that all affected individuals share a particular
founder allele and (2) it does not account for shared
haplotype stretches, other than the original founder
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chromosome. In the presence of genetic heterogeneity
and phenocopies it is unlikely that all affected indivi-
duals will share a particular mutation, and subsets of
affected individuals likely to share a particular founder
mutation (because they are linked to the same locus or
exhibit similar phenotypes) must be identified. Never-
theless, our simulation provides an accurate estimate of
the length of the original founder chromosome that will
flank the disease allele in each affected carrier. Sincewe
do not account for sharing of haplotypes other than the
original founder chromosome, this estimate serves as a
lower bound for the extent of haplotype sharing among
carriers of a shared disease allele.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Clinical Comparison of the Afrikaner
Schizophrenia Sample to a US

Schizophrenia Sample

In the analyses reported here, we characterized the
demographic and clinical features of a subset of our
Afrikaner patients (N¼260) and assessed their clinical
comparability to the manifestations of schizophrenia in
North America by comparing them to our current US
schizophrenia sample (N¼238). In both samples, only
one affected individual per family (proband) was
included. Affected family members were excluded from
these analyses, as were probands who were unavailable
for interview and thus diagnosed solely on the basis of
medical records and/or family report. All US patients
have completed in full the same DIGS interview
administered to South African patients [Sobin et al.,
2001]. Our results are reported in Table I.

Eleven demographic and clinical diagnostic charac-
teristics were indistinguishable across both popula-
tions, including mean age at time of interview, gender
distribution, percent of left-handed patients, percent of
patients with a family history of schizophrenia, or
other psychiatric diagnosis, percent of patients with
co-morbid substance abuse or dependence, and the re-
ported rates of delusions, auditoryhallucinations, visual
hallucinations, sensory hallucinations, disordered be-
havior, and alogia/flat affect. Thus with regard to basic
sample descriptors and cardinal symptoms of disease,
the two populations are equivalent.

Three demographic and four clinical variables were
different between the Afrikaner and theUS samples: (a)
Afrikaner patients completed fewer years of education
(12 vs. 14 years, P�0.01); (b) fewer Afrikaner patients
were single (i.e., never married) (74 vs. 83%, P� 0.01);
(c) more Afrikaner patients were living with parents or
care-taking familymembers (living dependently) (80 vs.
59%, P� 0.01); (d) mean onset age of DSM-IV schizo-
phrenia or schizoaffective disorder was reported to be
approximately 3 years later in the Afrikaner sample
(23 vs. 20 years, P� 0.01); (e) rates of reported schizo-
affective disorder were lower in the Afrikaner sample
(26 vs. 46%,P�0.01); (f) suicide attempts were reported
to occur less frequently among Afrikaner patients with
schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (28 vs. 52%,
P� 0.01); and finally (g) rates of reported thought dis-
order were higher in the Afrikaner sample (68 vs. 50%,
P� 0.01). The differences in level of education, marital
status, anddependent living arrangements likely reflect
cultural variation. For example, the rate of high school
completion among the Afrikaner population overall is

TABLE I. Comparison of Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Afrikaner and US Probands

Afrikaners (N¼ 260) US (N¼ 238)

Mean SD Mean SD

Demographics
Interview age 32.63 10.52 33.63 8.93
Years of education 11.87 2.06 13.60 2.18*
Female 31.54% (82) 38.66% (92)
Left-handed 9.77% (21) 9.40% (22)
Single (never married) 73.54% (189) 83.41% (191)*
Living dependently 80.16% (206) 58.95% (135)*
Family history/schizophrenia 33.33% (86) 31.03% (54)
Family history/other psychiatric diagnosis 68.99% (178) 62.64% (109)

Syndrome features
Age DSM-IV schizophrenia onset 23.19 6.78 20.01 5.31*
Schizoaffective 25.58% (66) 45.99% (109)*
Comorbid subst. abuse/dependence 33.33% (85) 36.13% (86)
Attempted suicide 27.76% (68) 52.34% (123)*

Symptom history
Delusions 97.26% (248) 97.40% (225)
Auditory hallucinations 79.17% (190) 73.93% (173)
Visual hallucinations 38.89% (84) 46.36% (102)
Sensory hallucinations 27.32% (59) 35.71% (80)
Disordered behavior 69.03% (156) 63.32% (145)
Thought disorder 67.87% (150) 50.00% (115)*
Alogia/flat affect 63.85% (136) 68.12% (156)

All parenthetical values indicate the value of ‘N.’
*Fisher’s exact test P�0.01 or t-test P� 0.01.
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lower than that of the US. Also, the increased percen-
tages of patients living at home as adults may grossly
reflect the greater proportion of nuclear intact families
in South Africa.

On the other hand, differences in clinical variables
may reflect a higher allelic homogeneity in this popula-
tion, that predisposes to a subtype of the disease with
fewer mood symptoms, higher rates of thought disorder
and somewhat later onset. For example, recent analysis
of families from the Irish Study of High-Density
Schizophrenia Families (a more heterogeneous dataset)
indicated that affected individuals from families with
evidence for linkage to chromosome 8p had significantly
more affective deterioration, poorer outcome, more
thought disorder, and fewer depressive symptoms than
affected individuals from the other families in the study
[Kendler et al., 2000]. However, we cannot exclude
currently the possibility that the differences found in
clinical variables may be attributable to sample differ-
ences. Since diagnosticians for both the US and
Afrikaner samples were trained and monitored identi-
cally by the same supervising clinician (CS), and used
identical clinical instruments, it is unlikely that meth-
odologic ascertainment bias accounts for thedifferences.
It is possible that the populations themselvesmaydiffer.
For example, the later onset age may be a secondary
effect of the closer-knit family structure in theAfrikaner
population. Unlike the US sample, Afrikaner probands
tend to stay in the family home longer, eliminating the
stress associatedwith leaving one’s family of origin, and
perhaps temporarily delaying the onset of symptoms.
Similarly, the lower rates of schizoaffective disorder
in the Afrikaner sample may reflect greater current
severity of the patient population. The US sample was
comprised almost entirely of patients who, at the time of
their diagnostic interviews, were stabilized on medica-
tion, while the Afrikaner population included many
more severely affected patients who were either chroni-
cally hospitalized or whose medication was only par-
tially effective. A less well-stabilized sample of patients
may be less able to report the details of past episodes
thatwould provide the clinical substantiation for a diag-
nosis of schizoaffective disorder. Finally, the decreased
rates of suicidemaybe the result of the closer supervised
care provided to Afrikaner patients living with family
members or in long-term institutionalized/hospital set-
tings, an option that still exists in South Africa.

Genealogical Tracing in the
Afrikaner Dataset

Genealogical approaches are best practiced in the
context of a population that has been isolated overmany
centuries with little migration and where extensive
genealogy is available and accessible to allow for track-
ing of the flow of genetic information. Information
about genealogical relationshipsmay decrease the locus
heterogeneity for the disease and will significantly im-
prove our ability to assess the evidence for increased
allele sharing among affected individuals. Through de-
tailed archival research (see Materials and Methods),
we are able to trace genealogical relations back to

the original founders. At present, we have traced 98 of
our probands who meet diagnostic criteria for schizo-
phrenia or schizoaffective disorder (�31% of the current
Afrikaner sample). Remarkably, of the 98 traced af-
fecteds, 87 descend from a single couple (Fig. 1).

In Table II, we list the maximum number of affected
descendants for anyone individual in eachgeneration. It
is of interest to note that we only observe individuals
with a large number of affected descendants ten genera-
tions ago from present, indicating relatively distant
connections between the individual pedigrees. Impor-
tantly, this does not pose a problem as the early portion
of the genealogy is extremely well-documented inmulti-
ple Archival books. Currently, the largest connected
portion of the pedigree includes 8,935 individuals in 17
generations. Of the 2,000 original settlers there are 644
represented in the master pedigree (making the fact
that themajority of our probands link back to one settler
and his wife even more impressive). There are 1,414
inbred individuals. Theaverage coefficient of inbreeding
for the pedigree is 0.00389. Among inbred individuals
this rises to 0.0246. The maximum inbreeding coeffi-
cient for an individual is 0.15625.Thereare>2,500 loops
within the pedigree, the majority of which are marriage
loops. Themajority of the consanguineous relationships
occur in the early generations. To evaluate the com-
pleteness of the genealogy, we calculated the number of
individuals and the proportion of founders in each
generation. As seen in Table III, the genealogy seems
complete, since we have identified the parents for the
vast majority of individuals in generations 1–11 from
present. One notable exception is the 3rd generation
from present, where the fraction of individuals with no
known ancestors is 44.4%, a dramatic increase com-
pared to earlier and later generations. This reflects the
history of the population, which in the period between
1900 and 1950 (coinciding with 3rd generation from
present) experienced a dramatic movement following
the discovery of minerals. The ensuing economic growth
brought about a breakdown of tradition resulting to
changes of spelling of surnames from Afrikaans to more
anglicized versions, as well as to changes in the naming
system of children, which up until then followed a very
strict andpredictable pattern, allowing inferences about
lineage. These changes pose serious difficulties in the
tracing of people in the 3rd generation from present.

We expect that a substantial fraction of the affected
individuals in our pedigree may share risk alleles in-
troduced by one or a few founders.Weused simulation to
estimate the length of thehaplotype surrounding eachof
these alleles. Two individuals in our current extended
pedigree have a total of 87 affected descendants, using
strict diagnostic criteria (schizophrenia or schizoaffec-
tive disorder, depressed type), or 121descendants, using
the broadest classification criteria (any psychiatric dis-
order).We generated 1,000 pedigreeswhere a risk allele
introduced by one of these individuals was transmitted
to all affected descendants. In each case,we recorded the
proportion of the original founder haplotype carried
by each affected descendant. On average, there are 12.5
(range 10–17) intervening generations between this
founder couple and their affected descendants so that
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Fig. 1. Eighty sevenof the affected individuals in our sample descend fromasingle couple,who lived16generations frompresent.Typically, eachaffected
individual is connected to this couple throughmultiple lines of descent. The figure summarizes the shortest path (smallest number of meioses) between this
couple and each affected descendant in our sample. On average, there are four alternative lines of descent connecting this founder couple and each affected
individual.Whenmultiple alternative lines of the same lengthwere present, a single linewas selected at random.Filled squares (males) and circles (females)
represent affected individuals in our sample.

TABLE II. Maximum Number of Affected Descendants for a
Single Individual in Each Generation

Generations from presenta
Maximum affected descendants
(using strict diagnostic criteria)

1 2
2 3
3 3
4 3
5 3
6 4
7 8
8 8
9 16
10 26
11 39
12 52
13 63
14 78
15 83
16 87

aOur genealogical database includes overlapping generations. For the pur-
pose of this table individuals in generation 0 are those with no descendants
in the pedigree. For other individuals, ‘‘generations from present’’ is defined
as themaximumnumber of meioses required for connecting each individual
to a descendant in generation zero.

TABLE III. Completeness of the Sample

Generations
from present Peoplea Foundersb Fraction (%)c

0 268 0 0.0
1 287 19 6.6
2 471 109 23.1
3 662 294 44.4
4 680 154 22.6
5 904 138 15.3
6 1,131 112 9.9
7 1,251 139 11.1
8 1,098 137 12.5
9 834 149 17.9
10 583 168 28.8
11 374 173 46.3
12 202 134 66.3
13 92 53 57.6
14 60 42 70.0
15 32 29 90.6
16 6 6 100.0

aTotal number of individuals in each generation from present (people).
bThe number of individuals who have no other known ancestors in the
pedigree (founders).
cThe proportion of all individuals who are founders (fraction).
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disease alleles in each affected descendant should be
flanked by an �8 cM (100 cM/12.5) stretch of founder
chromosome [Boehnke, 1994]. The results of Boehnke
[1994] assumed independent lines of descent between
the original founder and each affected descendant. In
contrast, the affected individuals in our sample share a
significant proportion of their genealogy and a single
recombination event can affect the extent of the original
haplotype present in a large number of individuals,
generating great variability between different repli-
cates of our pedigree (see Fig. 2a,b). Despite this, our
simulations are in good agreement with the results of

Boehnke [1994] and show that, on average, disease
alleles are flanked by 8.8 cM (�8.3 cM, standard
deviation) of founder chromosome, although this value
is inflated by a small number of descendants carrying
very long stretches of theoriginal chromosome (>40cM).

On average (Fig. 2c), we found that the disease allele
was flanked by �6.4 cM or more of the original founder
chromosome in half (60 of 121) of all affected individuals
and by�2.2 cM ormore of the same chromosome in 80%
of all affected individuals (96 of 121). We note that the
shared genealogy between these individualsmeans that
a small number of recombination events in key meioses
can dramatically reduce the proportion of the founder
haplotype transmitted to affected individuals (e.g.,
Fig. 2b). Nevertheless, in 95% of replicates the disease
allele was flanked by >2.9 cM or more of the original
founder chromosome in half of all affected carriers.
In summary, our results suggest that shared disease
alleles are likely to be flanked by >2 cM of the original
founder chromosome in this pedigree. We found similar
results for narrower phenotype definitions and for a
small number of other founders with large numbers
of affected descendants. These results suggest that ap-
proaches designed to search for haplotypes shared
among affected individuals are feasible in this popula-
tion using maps of microsatellite markers at 1–2 cM
spacing.

CONCLUSIONS

The first set of results we present here is a clinical
comparison between schizophrenia cases identified and
diagnosed in the Afrikaner population and a sample of
schizophrenia cases identified and diagnosed in the
US. This comparison suggests that our genetic findings
in the Afrikaner study will be applicable to other popu-
lations and schizophrenia in general. The diagnostic
evaluations at the two siteswere carried out by indepen-
dent groups of clinicians specially trained in adminis-
tering the DIGS. Eleven demographic and clinical
diagnostic characteristics were stable across both popu-
lations and, with regard to basic sample descriptors
and cardinal symptoms of disease, the two populations
are equivalent. Three demographic and four clinical
variables were different. It is not known whether these
differences reflect genetic or cultural features of the
Afrikaner sample.

The second set of results summarizes the genealogical
research we have been able to perform for a large (and
increasing) number of the schizophrenia families re-
cruited to date. The consistency of our results suggests
that it is feasible to trace genealogical relations with
accuracy in the Afrikaner population. In addition, our
genealogical data supports the hypothesis that a sub-
stantial portion of the schizophrenia cases we have
identified will share the same or a small number of sus-
ceptibility alleles, since 87 affecteds traced so far link
back to one founder couple. Establishment of detailed
genealogical relationships between affecteds will allow
us to cluster together patients who are more likely to
share the genetic basis of the disease and search for
segments of DNA shared IBD on a genome-wide level.

Fig. 2. The histogram illustrates the extent of the original founder
chromosome flanking the shared disease allele in each affected individual.
Panels (a) and (b) are the results of two representative replicates. Note how
there are a number of discrete steps in the extent of the shared haplotype in
each simulation. Each of these steps results from truncation of the ancestral
haplotype by a single recombination event. Panel (c) summarizes the
results of our 1,000 simulations. Filled bars represent the average extent of
the original founder haplotype. Squares and lines represent themedian and
inter-quartile range.
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In principle, we expect to undertake this search in two
stages. In a first stage, a map of widely spaced micro-
satellite markers (10–20 cM) should identify regions
of the genome shared between close relatives, such
as siblings. Statistical methods for evaluating linkage
findings in small pedigrees are now mature and well-
developed [e.g., Abecasis et al., 2002]. In a second stage,
a search for shared founder haplotypes in genomic
regions previously linked to schizophrenia, should allow
us to hone in on disease alleles. Since disease alleles are
likely to be flanked by >2 cM of the original founder
haplotype, a moderate panel of microsatellite markers
(at 1–2 cM spacing) should allow us to identify any
founder haplotypes that are shared between more dis-
tant relatives. Statistical methods for comprehensively
evaluating evidence for haplotype sharing are less well-
developed and evaluating any evidence for a shared
ancestral haplotype among affected individuals is likely
to require an empirical standard, such as the extent of
shared haplotypes in parental chromosomes not trans-
mitted to affected individuals.

The number of meioses, patients, and segregating
disease alleles in a pedigree are related to mapping
power and resolution. In appropriate populations, the
genealogical approachmay represent an effectiveway of
calibrating these quantities and a very powerfulmethod
for dissection of complex traits provided that appro-
priate statistical tests designed to harness this power
are developed.
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